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174 Graduates Will HearlBan_d to Present
Spring Concert
Lyles, Graves as Speakers Tomorrow Night
Cleon Lyles, minister of the Sixth and Izard Church of Christ in Little Rock, has
been selected by seniors as the speaker for their baccalaureate service May 24 at 8 p.m.
in the large auditorium.
Delivering the address to the 174 candidates for degrees at commencement exercies May 28 will be Dr. L. M. Graves ,chairman of the Harding Board of Trustees. He
served for many years as director of the Memphis Public Health Department before his
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Lyles

retirement.
Leacling off activities of the
eventful commencement week
will be a recept ion for seniors at
the hom e of President and Mrs.
Ben son at 8 p.m . May 23. This is
an annual affair .
On Alumni Day, May 27 , Harding will honor t he five-year
classes h aving r eunions: '29, '34,
'44, '49 , '54 and '59. This year
t he class of '39 will celebrate
its 25th anniversary and will be
especially honored.
Special Alumni Chapel
A special alumni chapel will be
conducted by the returning graduates in the small auclitorium. at
10 a.m . Dr. R. T. Clark , a 1939
graduate a nd vice-president in
charge of research at Harcling,
will be chairman of this program.
Highlighting the day will be
the annual Alumni-Varsity softball game a t Benson Field at 4
p.m. The A Cappella Chorus will
Graves
present a concert at 8:30 p .m . in
the large auditorium.
174 Graduates
This year, 171 seniors are
candidates for bachelors degrees
and three are candidates for the
master of arts in teaching deHe has helped to make New Or- gree.
At commencement exercises,
leans the "hub of the Americas."
four awards are presented to
OAS Ambassador
graduates and alumni for excelHe was appointed by President lence in scholarship and progress.
Kennedy as Ambassador to the The Ganus Award will be given
Organization of American States. to the male and female student
He resigned in 1963 to run for with the highest grade point
the governorship of Louisiana.
average for the year .
Recently, he was offered the
The Alpha Chi Award is preambassadorship to Mexico, but sented to the senior with the
declined and accepted the posi- best average for all four years
tion as executive vice-president of of college work. The Morton
the Bank of New Orleans. He also Utley Award goes to the senior
serves for Governor McKeithen in who has made the most progress
a capacity similar to that in during the year.
which Winthrop R o ck e f e 11 e r
Outstanding Alumnus Award
served Governor Faubus on the
The Alumni Association will
AIDC Commission.
honor the Out standing Alumnus
of 1964. This award, initiated in
New Cheerers Chosen
1960, has been given to four
Two Fort Worth, Tex., girls graduates: L. 0 . Sanderson in
won out in cheerleader elections 1960, Dr. R. T. Clark in 1961,
last night preceding the Track Dow Merritt in 1962, and Dr.
and Field Day finals. Sherry George S. Benson in 1963.
The final event of the week is
Balthrop, freshman, and Karen
War ren , sophomore, were select- the alumni luncheon in the dined for next year's positions. ing hall honoring the 1964 graKaren Hardy is first alternated.
duates.

delesseps Morrison to Address
Athletes, American Studies Group
deLesseps S. Morrison, for 16
years the mayor of New Orleans,
will be on campus tonight and
will speak in chapel tomorrow
morning. He is to address the
intercollegiate athletic banquet
t onight.
Following the banquet , at 8:30
a reception in his honor will be
held in the Emerald Room. Fac·
ulty members and A m e r i c a n
Stuclies students are invited to
attend.
Mayor 16 Years
Serving as mayor of New Orleans for 16 years, prior to the
present mayor, he helped improve the city industrially, cult urally, and otherwise.
During h i s administration,
t wenty-one overpasses and underpasses were built for the railroads. Freeways were constructed alleviating much of the traffic
problem.
He was responsible for the New
Orleans recreation development
program called NORD. It helped
curtail juvenile deliquency in the
city.
In addition to his work in
developing New Orleans, Morrison did much to improve United
States-La tin American relations.

1

Design Expert Meets
With Science Faculty
Dr. Harry Fletcher Lewis, an
authority in the design and construction of college science buildings, m et with members of the
Harding College science faculty
last Monday to assist them in developing tentative plans for the
new science building planned for
th e college.
The recommendations of the
science faculty are about ready
for submission to the architect.
Dr. Lewis was Dean of the Institute of Paper Chemistry, Lawr ence College, Appleton, Wisc.,
from 1933 to 1956 and currently
serves as Chairman of the Committee on Design, Construction
and Equipment Laboratories of
the American Chemical Society.
Dr. Lewis taught at Grinnell
College, Cornell College and Ohio
W esleyan University before going
to the Institute of Paper Chemistry. He is editor of the recently
published authoritative monograph, "Laboratory Planning."
During the spring semester,
members of the science faculty
have visited hew science buildings at Oberlin College and Ashland College in Ohio, Wheaton
College in Illinois, Carleton College in Minnes:ota and Luther
College in Iowa .

INCREASINGLY POPULAR as hot weather and finals week
nears are the cool confines of library carrels, as studious Marilyn
Cobb can testify.
- PHOTO BY HILLIS

The Harcling Bison Band will
make its final appearance of the
year tomorrow night at 7 p.m. as
it presents its annual spring concert in the college auditorium.
The concert will mark the end
of a landmark year in Harding's
band history. Director Edclie
Baggett said, "We have had the
most successful year we have
ever had." He attributed the
achievements to the high morale
of t he members, the new uniforms and the large number of
band members this year.
The concert will last approximately 50 minutes, with the
regular SA movie, this week
Friendly Persuasion, beginning at
8:00. There will be no admission
charge to the concert.
Slated for the program are
several numbers which will be
performed at Harcling for the
first time by the band. The evening's finale will be Richard
Rogers' "Victory at Sea."
Other main attractions on the
program will be " Egmont Overture," by Beethoven, "Toccata,"
by Frescabaldi, "Irish Tune"
from "County Derry," "Castle
Gap," by Clifton Williams and
"Symphonic Suite," by John
Cacavas.
A special feature on the program will be "Second Suite for
Band," by McBeth. It contains
three movements: Gigue, Dirge
and Entry.
All those interested in the
marching band next fall should
contact Professor Baggett before
the end of the year. A 48-member
unit will march next year.

-
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A SURPRISED QUEEN Sheila Mitchell reigns over Petit Jean
Day after being selected queen of the Annual.

Sheila Mitchell Queen
Of 1964 Petit Jean

The revealing of the secrets of Mary Flippin, juniors Terry Smith
this year's Petit Jean was cli- and Charlotte Burkett and seniors
maxed by the crowning of Sheila Vernon Rogers and Sheila MitMitchell as Petit Jean Queen at chell.
the yearbook declication cereFollowing the ceremonies stumonies on Saturday, May 9.
dents received their annuals and
Judy Daniel, Lambda Sigma busied themselves with signing
nominee from Dallas, Tex., and parties and sack lunches.
Doris Morris, Pioneer nominee
from Bay, were attendants to the
queen.
Shelia, a nominee of Alpha Phi
Kappa, is a senior education
major from Cullman, Ala. Last
year she was an attendant to the
Petit Jean Queen and was 1962
Homecoming Queen. She was
During the 1964-65 school year,
head cheerleader and c 1 as s a number of Harding seniors will
favorite her freshman and senior be attending graduate or proHarding's annual Intercollegiate
fessional schools. The following
Atheltic Banquet will be held years.
students have already accepted
this evening at 7:00 in the colDedicated to Atteberry
graduate assistantships for the
lege dining hall, with Mr. de
Sandy Childers, editor of the coming year.
Lesseps Morrison, former mayor 1964 Petit Jean, revealed the
Joel Anderson will be attendof New Orleans and Ambassa- cover of her yearbook to students
dor to the Organization of Ameri- assembled for the presentation ing American University, Washcan States, as the speaker.
ceremonies. The first copy went ington, D. C., on a Reim FoundaMr. Morrison, during his term to Dr. James Atteberry, to whom tion Fellowship in p o 1 i t i c a 1
as mayor of New Orleans, de- the annual was dedicated. The science.
Robert Bell will attend the
veloped an extensive city rec- senior class traditionally selects
reational program that is con- the person to whom the book is Harcling Graduate School on a
Magarvey Fellowship in Bible.
sidered a model program for large dedicated.
Robert Brewer has accepted a
Other secrets revealed within
cities.
graduate
assistantship in speech
the gold covers of the book were
at L. S. U.
Eight Different Sports
the following personalities:
Sara Brown will attend the
Best All Round, Vernon Rogers
During the 1963-64 school year,
University
of Oklahoma on an
Harding has participated in eight and Sandy Childers; Honor Stu- assistantship in speech correcdents,
Sandra
Tanner
and
Don
iifferent intercollegiate sports:
tion.
football, basketball, cross cosntry, Johnson; and recipient of the
Frank Dalton will attend the
Regina
Spirit
Award,
Naita
Jean
bowling, track, baseball, tennis,
University of Kentucky on an asBerryhill.
'l.nd golf.
sistantship in chemistry.
Representing the college have
Class Favorites Announced
Jon Farris has accepted a unibeen 112 different boys. The only
Class favorites were presented versity fellowship and depart5port included in AIC competi- to the student body at the pro- mental assistantship in speech at
tion in which Harding did not gram. They are freshmen Bob the University of Wisconsin.
participate is swimming.
Ellen Kay Henry is the reAdams and Sherry Balthrop,
sophomores Robert Clark and cipient of a research fellowship in
Outstanding Athlete Award
clothing and textiles at the UniA highlight of the banquet will
versity of Wisconsin.
be the presentation of the out- Belles and Beaux, Chorus
Jimmie Lawson has accepted a
NASA Fellowship in mathematics
5tanding athlete award by Coach To Present Programs
M. E. Berryhill. The recipient of In Week of Graduation
at the University of Tennessee.
this award is selected by the AthPaul Learned will attend Harletic Committee based on the folThe Harding A Cappella Chorus ding Graduate School on a Wallowing crit eria :
and Belles and Beaux will close lace Foundation Scholarship.
A senior who should graduate their year of activities with proLaura Jane Miller has accepted
<J.t spring or summer commence- grams on successive evenings a NASA Fellowship in zoology at
ment, an outstanding athlete who during commencement week.
the University of Tennessee.
has earned at least two letters
The Belles and Beaux will preAnita Southard has accepted
in intercollegiate athletics at sent their showcase on Tuesday, a ·graduate assistantship in child
Harding, and athlete who has May 26, in the college auclitor- development at Iowa State Uniconsistently given superior ef- ium. The chorus will follow Wed- versity.
fort, an athlete who has demon- nesday evening after church serBetty Oliger Robinson will atstrated leadership ability on the vices with a religious program tend the University of Arkansas
team.
in the same location.
on a graduate assistantship in
An athlete who has made an
The chorus' duties will not be speech.
good academic record, an athlete complete, however, until after
Mailand Stevens has accepted
whose life and conduct has been commencement excercises Thurs- a research fellowship in physiola positive influence for good and day morning, for which they will ogy at the University of Tennesexemplifies the ideals of Harding sing. The group will also sing at see Medical Center in Memphis.
College and a young man who the baccalaureate services SunMore than one of the above
has made a distinct contribution day, May 24.
seniors has received as many as
to the athletic program at HarThe chorus will be winding up four assistantship offers. The
ding.
their activities which have in- average financial renumeration of
Steve Smith was the recipient eluded a number of performances the graduate appointments is apof this award last year, the first this month. May 3 they sang in proximately $2,000 per academic
time it was given. The trophy is Russelville and May 10 found year but they range up to :i
provided by Mr. and Mrs. Berry- them in Nashville for the dedica- ' maximum of $3,460 plus the rehill.
tion of a new church building. mission of all tuition and fees,

Athletic Banquet
Scheduled Tonight

Several Seniors
Recipients of
Assistantships
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D oor M arked
"Nevermore ,,

Editorially Speaking

New Editor Reflects on Past,
Turns Optimistic Eye to Future
That peculiar time of the year is here again the time of transition.
Every day seems to move with such rapidity
that one wonders if he will not be in the future before he knows it; yet at the same time, memories of
a good year tug at the wheels of time, making one
feel a definite part of the past.
The Bison ' s Year
So, while the maddening pace of the year's end
bids us not linger, I must pause for a moment as I
assume this editorship and look back to year that is
past..
The Bison has been fortunate to have been directed by Phil Sturm, who has done a truly excellent job of editing. The trials and torments of an
editor are of the nature that few know about them,
but rest assured that they exist. Phil has borne his
load of work with unusual ability, and he deserves
a great deal of praise.
Paper Has Important Role
The Bison plays an important role in our college
life, sometimes more important than we realize. It
is a facet which would be readily missed, as evidenced by the complaints heard when one week is without
a paper. We attempt to do a good job and trust that
students are pleased with the product.
Bright Future Ahead
I plan and I hope that the Bison will live up to
your expectations next year; you have a right to
expect it.
It has been a good year, not only for the Bison,
but for the whole college. I really can't see what will
keep next year from being even better. Let's give the
future a try.
-D.0.

Beware of the "Bramble King"!
In the election last week for SA representatives,
it was most gratifying to see the unusually large
amount of campaigning by one of the largest slates
of candidates we have had in upperclass elections in
the past few years.
Beginning of a Trend?
Let's hope this will mark a trend for future
elections. Prior to this last vote, campaigns. had
narrowed down to two and often only one candidate.
For the past two years, seven out of the eight
SA officers have entered office unopposed. We have
been fortunate in having qualified students seeking
these positions, but such may not always be the case.
Public Indifference
It's the old problem of public apathy. We must
not become so personally irresponsible and indifferent towards these offices that we allow a .,"bramble king" to take over, simply because the rest of us
were too lazy to take an active part in school government.
The Biblical "bramble king" was one who ruled
because the mightier and more able ones did not
want to be bothered. Such an irresponsible rule led
to the destruction of all.
It Could Happen
Application of such a situation to our college
student government is unlikely on such a disastrous
scale, but it is certainly conceivable that incompetent
individuals could obtain off ices; a year of dissatisfaction and stagnation could result.
Let those who ran for SA representative positions last week show us an example. Make plans this
summer for good, active class organizations next
year. The SA will be doing its part. We must plan,
and- beware of the "bramble king."
-D.0.

"Liberty is found in doing right."

Editor . .. ..
.. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ............ .. . .... Dennis Organ
Associate Editor ..... ...... .. ........... ... .................... ..... Martha Tooke
News Editor ...................... .. ........................................ Hepe Shutts
Feature Editor .. .. .. ........ .... . ... ..... ........... ....... .. ... .. Salena Cogdell
Sports Editor .. ... . .... ........... .. . . . . .. . ..... ...... ...... ... ...... .. . . Gary Lucas
Business Manager . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
....... ... ..... .. .. .. . Terry Smith
Feature Writers ..... .... .... ... .... Martha Gardner, Susan Mangrum,
Margaret Ashton, Judy Curtis
Sports Writers .. .. ..... .... ... .... ........ Don Johnson, Bill Whitten,
Rob Barber, Marie Laird
Religious News Editor ........... ..................... Wilma Schmudlach
Business Staff .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Gaylon Lamb, Kay Dunn,
Alinda Parham, Lynn Dillon
Circulation Editor .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ...... ...... .. .. ... Annette Tucker
Cartoonist .. ..... ... . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ........ .... .... .. ......... .. .. . . . Paul Pitt

~~~t!a:~~~··· .' .' .' .' .' .·.·.·:.' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' . ~ ~}:

Society Editor ... .. .. ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... .... .... ........... .. ..... Patty Beets
Official weekly newspaper published during the regular
academic year except holidays and four examination weeks,
by Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas. All material is written
and edited by students and should be interpreted accordingly.

Subscription price:$~ per year
Sinele copies lie
Second class postage paid at Searcy, Arkansaa.

"Tug ... Jum9 ... Run ... Pull . . . Sprint ... Puff-Puff . . . Whew! ... Pause ... have an aching
muscle!"

STUDENT FORUM

Restoration Survives Wasteland
By Jim Wilson
A certain amount of pride is
felt by the members of an orzanization when that organization is
growing and is feeling its
strength.
In traveling about our nation a
member of the church of Christ
may feel a bit of justifiable religious pride when he sees the
numerous Paden church buildings springing up in countless
new suburbs. In the more progressive regions of the country
areas of great governmental
spending or tremendous private
expansion the c h u r c h ' s
growth seems especially outstanding.
Post-War Growth
The post-war church has experienced breath-taking advances.
Our agrarian fathers worried
that their God could not survive
the wasteland journey. Let them
rest in peace and their fears be
forgotten. Even though we may
have had significant losses to an
urban Baal or Ashtoreth, we now
realize that our Yahweh crossed
the Jordan of Hiroshima with us
and at least survives today.
In spite of change and decay,
in spite of the twentieth century
discoveries of sex and the atom,
God lives.
And so across the nation, in
fact around the world, we go on.
We have just moved a bit into
suburbia. From Ibiraki to Babylon, Long Island, we work with
confidence spawned by succeess.
"He's a decent fellow .•. "
What is a member of the
church of Christ? "He's a right
decent sort of fellow . . . moved
here since the war . .. he's from
the South but he's not what you
would call prejudiced . . . but,
you know, they tell me his
church doesn't cater much to
Negroes . . . something like 99
out of 100 are white . . . but I
wouldn't know . . . he's pretty
wrapped up in Congressman Taft
. . . says he's just what this
country needs to get rid of the
Communists . . . he has a car
and his wife has one . . . rea1
good neighbors they are . . .
they say he's on his way up over
at Apex . . . his wife teaches at
Homedale Elementary.. ."
And so we have become a
movement of distinctly middleclass, conservative, white suburbians.
Economic Implications
The economic implications of
being a member of the church
are so strong today that our religion seems to dictate not only
how we vote but also what style
of clothes we wear and what kind
of car we drive.
We put a great deal of stress
today on Christian education,
especially at the higher levels.
Of course no religious movement
can perpetuate itself for very long
without a certain amount of
"sophistication," in at least the
third or fourth generations, but
the emphasis today may be more
to perpetuate an economic and
social order rather than to perpetuate the faith .
It is not that one group of
leaders is forcing its way upon
this pious group which meekly
admits to be the church of Christ
Certainly not. On the contrary
the members of the church seem
quite united and the lack of dis-

senters is almost conspicuous.
to all men." Even though to all
Otherwise, how could our meetappearances Paul supported cering houses be used to show entain Jewish institutions with the
tirely non-religious films on the
reverence of "the strictest of the
political situation from BrandenPharisees," the apostle kept the
burg Gate to Tim Buk Tu - all
will of Jesus as his primary alwithout the least murmur of
legiance.
complaint from the congregation?
Thus we may have our banners
No - this phenomnena is enand mottoes but we should not
tirely legitimate.
fool ourselves with our own overTied to Suburbia?
simplification. It may be we overwork the simplicity motif a bit
The problem is obvious. How
anyway. One wonders ....
do we reach the whole world
when we work, play, and pray
in the green lawns of Homedale?
Our vociferous but not quite
pensive friends have the answer:
"Preach only the Gospel . . . be
silent where the Bible is silent."
Obviously, what we call liberaBy Jim Wilson
lism is a visible enemy of fundamentalism. Shall we a d o p t
To sit on the porch rocking
methods of blind-faith and fight
At the close of
as "fools for Christ's sake?"
A hot August day
Many do. Or shall we continue
With feet on the
with a religio-economic philosoWhite-washed railing
phy? Strict alligence to either
path shows a lack of understandWhile I, content, satisfied, full,
ing.
Sense the constant grate of crickWhatever we do we should recets
ognize ourselves for what we are.
And the luciousness of magnolia
Maybe the twentieth century
corollaries to the primative faith
As now a sudden falling star
are necessary to perservere in
And now a lazy cat
t hese times. Christianity in the
Chasing lightning bugs
past has proved itself quite pragBehind the honeysuckle
matic in adjusting to the world
as it is. It may be that only
Draws my serene eye
through our economic nostrums
From my several grandchildren
can the church adapt itself to
Playing in the dusty yard
modern life.
Between the shadows of the
On Political Affiliation
Bug encircled porch-light
Certainly there seems to be
nothing inherent in being a
As I contently smile Christian that prevents one from
For this I have no desire
being a member of a certain
And would likely
political party. The apostle Paul
Suffocate.
said, "I have become all things

To Sit On The

Porch Rocking

By Bill Whitten
There are millions of doors in
life. Doorways lead to every
imaginable desire which a human
can possess. It is up to the individual to open the doors he
wishes. The persons must bear all
of the responsibility for his selection. Behind many of these doors
lies happiness, but there is also
sorrow, remorse and suffering.
There is no way to escape makin~ these choices, because all of
life lies behind many varied door
ways.
Doors To Reopen
A vast number of these doors
can be reopened when once
closed. One can renew old friendships that have withered away.
There is always another party or
banquet to look forward to when
one is over.
The greatest example of reopening doors concerns our re lationship with God. Many times
throughout our lives we close the
door on God. We do this by sinning and thinking we are able to
live without him. After awhile
we discover that this cannot be
done. Then we turn to the door
th.at can always be reopened, because of God's wonderful forgiveness and patience.
Some Remain Closed
One will find, however, that
not all doors are capable of being
opened again after they are once
closed. In fact, the majority of
them must remain closed. There
is no end to the list of those, that
when once closed, cannot be reopened and must be marked
''nevermore.''
One door is closed about this
time of the year by hundreds of
people all over the world. The
door begins closing with the playing of "Pomp and Circumstance."
This year thousands of seniors,
both in high school and college,
will see a door being shut behind
them. But as one door closes,
another one begins to open.
For the high school student,
there is always the four years
of college to look forward to with
eager expectation. The graduating
senior of college stands upon the
threshold of his greatest challenge in life.
At the Day's End
The most common of all doors
marked "nevermore" stands at
the end of every day of our life.
We close the door behind us,
one that can never be reopened.
Each day presents a new world
filled with new challenges and
new hopes.
These have just been illustrations of two doors which bear the
label "nevermore." There are
thousands of doors like these,
and we must pass through them
every day of our lives. The one
important thing to always remember is that for every door
that we close, there is always
another door to be opened one
which may lead to still greater
things.

Sinister Smog Surrounds C ivilization
By Ken O'N eal
Like a gigantic smog, the forces
of the great metropolis are moving, slowly permeating the environment with an unmistakeable bluntness and stupor. Looking out over the city, I see the
people moving in great groups;
and not one has courage to fight
his way through the blinding
sheath that drapes the streets
and structures.
The Masses Huddle
Down one alley the smog
blankets the masses from personal responsibility and causes
them to huddle meekly together
for group security and to avoid
commitment to any individual
action.
On another street the grey
smoke marks a large ring filled
with a sea of humanity. They all
wear dark suits and dresses; they
walk in step, and their thoughts
are combined in an endless chain.
Moving along the street, they
chant in unison, "We are the
mass man." And the pressures
of the heavy smoke are so great
on all sides that none of them
dares move outside the ring.
A Brick Crumbles
The vapor clouds the domed
buildings and the judges cry out,
"Neutrality, neutrality. We must
have it in our public schools."
The edict carries and another

brick crumbles in the foundation
of a civilization.
The sooty gas covers the ivy
halls of institutions where thousands of young men and women
praise the Scientism god, spouting forth the wonders of evolution, technology and advanced
theories of learning. They are lost
in their eulogy. To them this is
all of life.
Genius, Capital, Skill
A great sign flashes before
these groups and all see these
words: "Longfellow could take a
worthless sheet of paper, write
a poem on it and make it worth
$5000 that is genius." Applause and hearty approval.
Again a flash:
"Rockefeller could sign a piece
of paper 'and make it worth
millions that is capital."
General agreement.
The sign changes:
"A mechanic can take material
worth $5 and make it into an
article worth $50 - that is skill."
Nods of consent.
Salvation Clouded
The brightness flashes as if
Zeus had unleashed his mighty
weapons and the letters shine
through clearer than ever before:
"God can take a worthless,
sinful life, put His Spirit in it
and make that life a blessing to
humanity - that is salvation."
Oh, the dumbfounded looks.

The light is too bright for some
to see. Others see and cannot
understand. One group sees and
comprehends, but the smog drifts
in, and they shortly forget what
they h ave seen. Scattered sparsely throughout the group are those
who bow before the image.
Some Ascend
Those in this latter group
slowly arise and each one ascends a special starway which
has been lowered from where the
sign has been shining. The stairs
are of all possible configurations,
but these all meet at the top .
When they arrive they shout together to those below, "No man
is free who is not master of himself, yet no man is saved who
cannot be caused by the radiant
sign to transcend about the sinister grey cloud."
They then turn and walk on
the radiant beams of light which
shine forth in all directions from
the sign. On this plateau, the
smog is gone.
His Own Path
Each one in the group looks
to a higher elevation. They meet
together; they exchange advice;
they correct, reprove, rebuke and
exhort. For some this meeting is
long; for others it is very'. brief.
But always each one leaves alone
and finds h is own path up to the
higher elevation, the path that
has been set for him by the Ruler
of Time, Space and the Universe.
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Rev1ews
·
SA work
For Th e Last Quoter of Year

Class Organization Group Completes Study And erson
(Editor's note: A committee appointed by the SA president has
conducted a .stu~y on the role
of class or~amzat1ons on campus.
The committee was composed of
Jim .Wilson, chairman, Richard
Absh.1re, s.andy. Calcote, Jacque
DarueI, Phil Daxon, T erry Smith
and Louise Tucker. The following
are. excerpts ~om the report
w~ w~t~itedJF
ASS
CL
ORG~ATION: Probably the
o~g~1zabons are as old as class
d1v1Slons. At any rate, they are
o!der t~n the Student Associabon ~hich was fonne~ ~Y the
adoption of the Cons~1tution of
1950. Thus: th.e comnuttee feels,
class. orgaruzations had .a purpose
previous to the formation of the
Student Association and that its
P~ today is .at least in a
?ifferent sphere if not wholly
md;p7ndent of the Student Associabon.
.
Social Purpose
The committee is of the opinion
that the purposes of class organization might best be termed
social. The freshman class organization through its early elections
and subsequent activities gives
members a "feeling of belong-

ing." Students begin to segregate
into groups of common interests;
class oranizations can bring all
these groups together and mingle
them. This is advantageous to
not only individuals but also to
the school. Among other things
it builds a better "school spirit."
Purposes May Overlap
The commit t e e found that
many of the purposes overIB:p
purposes of other campus orgamzations. But this is none to the
discredit of the class groups.
Specifically class organizations
and scx:ial 'clubs have quite
similar goals. A student who is
active in campus life can participate somewhat vigorously in
both, without detrimental effects
on his studies and with numerous social advantages
CLASS ORGANIZATIONS IN
PRACTICE: The president is to
provide the necessary leadership
for the functioning of the class.
His sphere of action may be
limited only by the opinion of his
class. Likewise, his sphere of responsibility seems equally unbounded. Thus, he is exceptionally vulnerable to criticism because
no one is exactly certain of what
his duties are.

.,._.________ _____
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Success Lies With Officers
mittee feels they have no place
The committee believes that in a progressive institution. But
we feel that class organizations
the success of our class organiza- can have a worthwhile place in
12. Systematic lost and found
In the Constitution of the Hartions is dependent almost entire- our striving for Christian social
ly on the initiative of the class development. Therefore, the com- ding College Student Association, service organized.
13. Questionnaires to gather
officers. They are the catalysts mittee suggests only that we ...ive Article ill, Section 2, stipulates
necessary to have a working class
.,,.
opinions
and thinking of transthat,
"It
shall
also
be
the
duty
up some of our topsy-like methods
students distributed. Apgr~1:in in discussing class pro- and improve our use of the of the President to submit a re- fer
port in the Bison each nine weeks proximately 70 were completed
jects there was a divergence of organizations.
summerizing Council Activities and returned.
opinion. It was pointed out that
Specific Recommendations
14. Records checked to find
for the past period."
the social clubs have projects. If
The following is a summary flaws in SA constitution. Original
these projects are well done
The following are recommendaby SA President Joel Anderson copy of present Constitution
many will grow weary and not tions by the committee:
support the class project. All
1. Class organizations are justi- for the final quarter of the 1963- found. Amendments listed.
15. Forms given to club presiagreed that if there is to be a fied even if only for social pur- 64 school year.
dents which they have been us1.
"Highlights
of
1963-64"
project it should be something poses thus they should be
ing to inform Mrs. Hart when
useful, even if only in an esthetic continued although they should the big surprise!
their outings would be and how
sense. The philosophy of "project be envigorated somewhat.
2. A c a d em i c improvement many students would not be eatfor project's sake" was stoutly
2. Class officers should have study completed. Report, over
condemned.
specific duties and they should twenty pages long, mimeographed ing in cafeteria that day.
16. Loyalty Day patriotic chapel
The committee feels that a be informed of these duties. The and distributed to all students
programs.
major area of activity of the committee submits a suggested and faculty members.
17. Three other chapel proclass, in keeping with the origi- outline as a beginning. This can
3. Elections conducted on April grams: one when SA officers
nal social purpose, should be to be studied and revised by next 28 for next year's SA officers.
"faced the student body" and
have class parties.
year's officers and studied by
4. Elections on May 6,7,8, for were quizzea by a panel; second,
the officers of each succeeding
next year's SA class representa- Council and Cabinet were introyear.
Lack of ''Institutionalization"
duced and work reviewed; a
3. An or i e n t a ti on session tives.
In reviewing its study of class
program is scheduled for the new
Final
action
taken
on
the
5.
should
be
held
at
the
first
of
organization the committee feels
officers and representatives.
that a salient difficulty may lie each year for all class officers. proposed amendment to eliminate
18. Provided entertainment for
in the fact of the absence of what Students who are ex-class of graduate student representation
Track and Field Day.
it chooses to call "institutionali- ficers and appropriate members on Executive Council. Amendzation." Classes come and go with of the administration and the ment adopted.
6. Council and Cabinet assisted
a rapidity pushing on dizziness. faculty would conduct this sesin Senior Day activities.
In such a situation it is imposs- sion.
4. Monthly meetings should be
ible to rely on seasonal sugges7. Paid deficit for broadcasts of
tions from the administration and held with the Student Associa- Pine Bluff basketball tournament
student custom. No one is here tion President to improve mutual games.
The SA representatives for
long enough to become entirely cooperation between the Associanext year, chosen May 6 and in
Oil
painting
of
Mrs.
Staple8.
aware of all the implications for tion and the class organizations. ton secured. Bronze plaque pur- the following run-offs, will be
5. Class meetings should:
either. Thus it would seem worthseniors Ken O'Neal and Kathy
1. Be held only when absolute- chased.
while to have something of a
McVicker, juniors Dewayne Van
Orientation
study
concluded.
9.
constitution, better termed an ly necessary.
Rheenan and Eileen Mazuran and
2. Be arranged so that only Report written and forwarded to sophomores Darwin Keichline and
outline, giving all the duties of
administration.
each officer. Also included could two classes at the most meet on
10. Study of class organizations Linda Byrd.
be the limits and obligations the same day.
The vote total cast in the run3. Follow a written agenda concluded. Report and recom- offs was one of the best in recent
placed on class organizations by
mendations
written
and
submittcarefully
prepared
by
the
Presithe school. It would be hoped
years. Of the present freshmen
ed to Bison.
that the outline would make the dent.
approximately 71 % voted, with
11.
Arrangements
made
for
6. Class dues are undesirable.
work of the classes more con72%
of the present sophomores
Class functions could be financed purchase of cinemascope lenses casting their ballots. The current
sistent, with fewer lean years.
separately. If a class feels it must and a wide screen so that cine- junior cast lagged slightly beWorthwhile, if.•.
have dues the maximum amount mascope movies can be shown hind with 68%.
here.
One cannot properly say our should be $1.00.
In the sophomore run-off Darsystem of class organizations "has
7. Class parties should be held
win Keichline, of Conneaut, Ohio,
worked" or "has not worked" more frequently and should be Frank Dalton Receives
defeated Michael Moore for men's
because in the past there seems better organized.
representative. Miss Byrd, from
Chemical
Society
Award
to have been no specific goal in
8. The class organization would
Little Rock, was the only candimind. If the purpose has been to function better with only one
Edward Franklin Dalton, a date to win in the general elecrecognize popularity, the com- sponsor.
senior chemistry major from tion. Pat Barker was eliminated
Overland, Mo., received the in the general election, as was
award given by the Central Ark- Anna Sue Hinds.
~
II
Dewayne Van Rhennan of Paransas Section of the American
H
II
Chemical Society Tuesday even- agould, won the junior men's reII
ing, May 12, at the May meeting presentative post by downing Ron
II
II
in Bauxite. The award is for the Young in the run-off. Eileen
All Name Brands in Sterling,
II
outstanding college chemistry Mazuran, from Sharon, PennsylII
II
Crystal and China
student at the undergraduate vania, defeated Mary Flippin in
II
the women's run-off. Candidates
level in this area.
II
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS
II
eliminated in the general elecThe
recipient
of
the
award
is
II
Engraving, Watch and Jewelry
11
determined by a competitive ex- tion were Richard Abshire, Bryah
II
amination covering the fields of Hale, Randy Robinette an d
Repair of all Kinds
II
inorganic, analytical, organic and Glenda Yates.
II
Ken O'Neal, who comes from
Corner of Court Square 11 physical chmistry and given to
11 Phone CH 5-2340
II
senior chemistry majors in some Lubbock, Tex., defeated Paul
Gardner in the senior men's runeight colleges in the area.
- - - !J
~
The award consists of one year off. Kathy McVicker, from Homembership in the American mer, La., defeated Freda FerguChemical Society and a one year son in the second women's runsubscription to the chemical off. Ruth Ann Selby was defeated
journal of the recipient's choice. in the first run-off. Senior candiMr. Gerald Manion, a 1962 dates eliminated in the general
STUDENTS and TEACHERS
Harding chemistry major, was election were Jack Colvin and
the first recipient of the award. Carolyn Kinard.

Classes Choose
Six SA Delegates
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GARRISON JEWELERS

BADMINTON
2 - Player
Regular $1.79 4 - Player
Regular $4. 98 at

)

Sets
Now 97c
Sets
Now $3.33

BEN FRANKLIN
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JOBS ABROAD

SHOP and

HICKORY HOUSE No. 2
SPECIAL

Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent
career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa
and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific addresses and names prospective
U. S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally
high pay, free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital
guide and procedures necessary to foreign employment.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs
Abroad Directory-P. 0. Box 13593-Phoenix, Arizona.

21 Shrimp in a basket only

'l<,oberson's

99c
,.

Catering to Club Outings

'l<,endezvous
'l<,estaurant

Sandwiches
Barbeque Chicken

Free delivery on orders of $2.00 or more

HIGHWAY 67 at Y

Front End Alignment
CH 5-4620

OE'S

Super
Market

Finest In White County

Highway 67 East
Across from White County Motor

SUMMER JOBS
for STUDENTS

You're Always Welcome

NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job openings
in SO states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented research
for students includes exact pay rates and job details.
Names employers and their addresses for hiring in inindustry, summer camps, national parks, resorts, etc.,
etc., etc. Hurry!! jobs filled early. Send two dollars.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Directory
-P. 0. Box 13593 - Phoenix, Arizona.

Contact Us For
CH 5-2237

New Tires - Retreading 895 South Main

The 3 R's of Good Eating

For a Snack or Meal
JERRY BALL, Manager

City Tire Service

WINTER AND SPRING BAN9UETS
Serving Good Food For 27 Years
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Beverly Richardson's
, Engagement Announced

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Mrs. Neale Pryor has agreed
to serve as sponsor for the Phi
Delta social club again next year.
Ken O'Neal has been chosen club
beau, succeeding Rex Moorer.
Newly elected officers for the
fall semester are: Hope Shutts,
president; Betty Ann Dickerson,
vice president; Sandy Rolan,
secretary; Patty Saunders, treasurer; Nancy Osborne, inter-club
council representative; and Faye
Hall, reporter-historian.
Club members and their dates
went to Petit Jean Mountain Ma)
11 for their annual outing. Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Starr chaperoned
the group.

Patty Beets, Editor

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dorm "Open

House u

Idea Draws Objection

The question of an open house,
dormitory style, perhaps on Sunday afternoon, for the dorms to
be open for inspection by members of the opposite sex has been
raised by various groups, including the SA council , a nd is being
considered.
The Bison has conducted a
random survey of student opinion
regarding the pros and cons of
such an event.
Males Say. . .
Male opinion regarding the
proposed project is presented below.
" I can see no harm in the open
house. I wouldn't object, but I
cannot see its objectives. However, it might be a good stimulus
for a good housecleaning."
"I p ersonally would enjoy seeing how others decorate their
rooms, i. e ., all those future
homemakers as w ell as their
victims."

Phi Deltas Choos Beau,
Sponsor for Next Year

Bible Department
Holding Contest
A contest designed to give students with creative ability an opportunity to encourage others in
mission work is being jointly
sponsored by the Bible Department and the Graduate School in
Memphis.
There are two areas in the contest, one for poetry which might
be set to music and the other for
posters. The poem should be of
the nature of encourage commitment to the winning of lost souls
and the poster should be along
the same line. Entry deadline is
May 22.
George Gurganus of the Graduate School in Memphis and a
missionary in Japan for a number
of years, is offering prizes for the
contest. The Grand Prize for the
best entry, either poem or poster,
is a 200-year old Japanese scroll
worth about $200.
The first prize, either a poem
or poster, depending upon what
the Grand Prize is, will be
another Japanese scroll valued
at $100.
There are two second prizes
offered, one scroll and one handpainted porcelain vase. Third
prizes are another porcelain dish
and a metal Japanese mask.

"I can see no real need for see our dorm but we n ever see
an open house. However, it would .theirs. I would like to see just
force the students to do a little how clean they are."
house cleaning. Also the girls
On the whole these questioned
could see how much cleaner and could see no apparent good in
neater the boys keep their room an open house and would rather
than the girls. There's not much not be bothered with one. If
purpose in the whole thing, but Harding does have one, at least
I think it would be interesting." some rooms will get the only
Bunking Party, Outing
"I have no great objection to cleaning for the whole year.
End Tri-Kappa Year
girls visiting my room though I
don't particulatly relish the idea
The Tri-Kappa social club had
of really getting the room clean. Linda Lee, Robert Nipp
a
bunking party at Wyldewood
Generally I would see such a Plan August Wedding
on May 3 . The regular meeting
plan more of a nusiance than it
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Richardson was held at that time. Plans were
is worth."
of
Wichita, Kan., announce the made for the annual outing.
"It could certainly be inforThe outing was held at Petit
engagement a n d forthcoming
mative and helpful to a general
Jean on May 11. Those attendmarriage
of
their
d
a
u
g
h
t
er,
understanding of existing conBeverly Ann, t o Donald Lee ing were: Nancy Kendrick, Gary
ditions on campus. Curiosity
Owens of San Francisco, Calif., Turner ; Carmen Stevens, Larry
should be satisfied; but there is
son of Mrs. Margaret Owens of Ruckman; Charlotte Henry, Max
always the possibility that a few
Fairfield, Calif. and the late Floyd Wallace; Lee Ellen Hendrix,
students (strictly minority) would
Benny Shepherd; Vickie Mitchell,
0
. Owens.
cause trouble."
Don Medley; Mollie LaFevor, Jim
Miss
Richardson,
a
sophomore
"In the case of the girls going
Coleman; Norman Clary, AnEnglish
major
is
a
member
and
through the rooms once a year,
thony Bryant; Sandy Childers,
, secretary of the Zeta Phi Zeta Phil Harris; Anna Sue Hinds, Earl
I have no objection, but I can't
Social Club.
see what it would accomplish."
Davidson; Linda Lee, Mary Ann
The bridegroom-elect has atPhillips and Dr. and Mrs. Ganus.
Ideas of the Weaker Sex
Crawford, Preston Set
tended Oklahoma Christian ColThe club project for the year
Female opinion is .. .
lege in Oklahoma City and reAugust Marriage Date
is to help send Anna Sue Hinds
"I see little need for it. If,
ceived his B.S. degree in business
on the Scotland Campaign.
however, the girls are particularfrom Sacramento State College.
ly proud of their rooms and vice
The wedding will take place at
versa then there would be
the West Douglas Church of
harm whatsoever."
Christ in Wichita, Kan. on August '1
DO ALL YOUR
j
"For Harding College I
10.
I
GROCERY SHOPPING
j
against it. Except for an indiviI
I
dual trick, each room in each
I
at
I
Reginas,
Dates
Enjoy
I
I
dorm is basically the same." I
Linda Lee
don't feel everyone would want
Wyldewood Hobo Party
to participate and this requires
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Lee
On May 4 all the Reginas and
100% cooperation."
of Nashville, Tenn., announce the their dates turned into "hobos,"
"I would like to go through the engagement a n d approaching
boarded a wagon pulled by a
boys' dorms but I certainly do marriage of their d a u g h t e r
tractor and headed for Wyldenot want them coming through Linda Ann, to Robert Nipp, son
wood for their third function of
my room and looking in every- of Mr and Mrs. Garland Nipp,
the year.
SEARCY, ARKANSAS
thing."
also of Nashville. The wedding
A feast of sloppy joes, a group .;.:,,_..____________ _..._,+
"There is no need for it. Once will take place in August.
of games and an closing devoyou see one room you have seen
Miss Lee is a senior elementary tional completed the night of +•-tm-1111-1111- u11- 1111- iu1- 111- uu- u u -w1- ug- uu- u1- w1 - 111-un- w - 1iu-111- 111tthem all except for the different education major at Harding. She activity for the Reginas.
colors of bedspreads. It would has served as senior SA repreOn Senior Day, the Reginas
not be a real life picture of how sentative and was selected to were host to four young girls
we live in the dorm. It would be membership in "Who's Who." whom they have been helping to
a clean room to impress ·someone She is a member of the Tri-Kappa support with clothing and perwith your good housekeeping social club.
sonal needs.
when actually the room is a pig
pen 99 % of the time. Some
Ann Crawford
things used as decoration would
Stea ks -· Seafoods
Mr. and Mrs. James Crawford have to b e taken down and
of Waldron announce the engage- hidden."
ment of their daughter, Ann, to
"The boys come into the girls
Buck's Special Salads and Dressing
Norman Carroll Preston, the son dorm all the time anyway. They
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard G. Pres+·-·-·-•-•-t111-1111-•-U1-•11-•+
ton of Shallowater, Tex.
T
The wedding is to take place
••Good Foods Served Right''
August 21 at Waldron.
Miss Crawford is a senior elementary education major. She
was recently selected 1964 May
Phone TA 8-5700
Queen and is a member of the
I Block From Campus
GATA social club. She is a past
You Will like
member of the A Cappella chorus
lmlllllllDllUlllUIDDDllllllMllllD!!Hlllllll!Dl!llllllllllQ!lll!!!ll'DQlllll!llJlllllllJWDllllDllllllUllllDlllllUll
and Belles and Beaux.
Highway 64 and 67 - Beebe
our work too!
Preston is a 1963 graduate in
Lots of folks do.
physical education who is workElmer Jackson
I
ing on his master's degree at
Jacqueline and Connie
Harding. He is a member of the
Mohican social club.
+·-..
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The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

Laundry & Cleaners

• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Wallace,
and International.
• China by Lenox and Syracuse

Cleaning - Pressing - Alterations
Wet Wash - Fluff Dry- Finished Service

Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

ALSO COIN OPERATED AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY
• First In Dry Cleaning

Parrish Jewelry
Court Square

I

STARLITE ROOM

HARDING COLLEGE

• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonburg

II
II

Banquet facilities in the

CH 5-4415

• Love Bright Diamond Rings

1
!
I

I

KROH'S LADIES APPAREL
l 00 SPRING STREET

(~

• Approved Sanitone Service

DI AL

CH 5-4291
East Park Ave.
Greg Rhodes, Mgr.
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Academy Snares
State Track Title

f

I

Bisons End Year,
Split With Tigers

Kent Smith, per usual, led
Harding Academy as the Wildcats
The Bison baseball team closed
swept to victory in the state
out the season here last SaturClass B track meet held Friday
day by splitting a double-header
at ASTC.
with the Ouachita Tigers.
Smith led all individuals with
OBC won the first game with
18 points as the Academy won six unearn e d runs in the seventh
the final meet with 35 points. inning, 6-5. Harding bounced
Other high finishers among the back with a victory in the sec29 schools c o m p e t i n g were ond gam e 3-2, on Rob Barber's
Stamps with 20, Elaine with 12 1h two-run single in t he second inand Gentry with 10.
ning a nd fine pitching by freshKent won the 440 and the man Mike Plummer.
S o p h o mo r e pitcher Butch
broad jump, finished second in
the 100 yard dash and the 120 Bailey entered the seventh innyard high hurdles and ran on the ing of the first game enjoying a
winning mile relay team and the five run lead, mainly on the
strength of five OBC errors. Then
second-place 440 relay.
The Harding delegation set or a single, walk, double, error and
another double left the Tigers
participated in the breaking of
only two runs down.
three state Class B records.
Bailey le ft the game in favor
Smith's time of 50.7 seconds in
of Plummer, who on a two strike
the 440 eclipsed the old standard
pitch, was bombed for a three
of 51.9. The mile r elay team
run homer off the bat of David
(Smith, Ely, King, Henson) reelJackson. The Bisons threatened
ed off a 3':32.8 effort to break
in the bottom of the inning but
the old record of 3:35.5 .
were unable to score.
Bruce Henson lost to Chuck
Bisons Win Second
Elder of Gentry in the fastest
In the second game Ouachita
mile in Arkansas high school
opened the scoring in the first
history. Elder lunged from beinning with two runs. Charlie
hind to record a 4:25.1, beating
Williams singled and Jim Jordan
Henson's 4:25.2 . The previous
follow ed with a home run. The
state best, held by Chuck HemBisons bounced back with three
ingway of AAA Little Rock Cenruns in the second inning on a
tral, was 4:26.9.
single by Eddie Miller, error,
Harding also won the discus single by Green and Barber's
behind James Street, who re- two-run drive. Plummer was
corded a 135'2 %".
again on record as the pitcher
of decision, this time for the
good.
Experience Gained
Coach Ted Altman finished his
first season as coach of the team
depending mostly on freshmen
and sophomores. Senior Eddie
Miller was the only outstanding
fielder or hitter in the experiencWe Welcome
ed ballplayers. With the experience gained by freshman Steve
ALL STUDENTS
McAfee and sophomore infielders
Barber, Jimmie Miller and Bernie
l 09 West Market
Cox the Bisons should be able to
Searcy, Arkansas
make a considerably better showing next year than their 4-11 record of this season.

CATO'S
Barber Shop

You're Always Welcome at the

MAYFAIR HOTEL
3 Dinning Rooms At Your Disposal

I03 North Spring

Scriptures Offer Lessons
For Athletic Participation
By Gary Lucas

SUB-T's GENE SHIELDS clears high jump bar.
-

PHOTO BY HILLI S

Orioles, Giants Intramural Champs
The Giants beat the Dodgers a wild pitch, Laird went down on
7 -4 while the Orioles followed strikes and Kenny Hanshew
them with a 5-3 lashing of the walked. Pitcher "Spiker" Perkins

Tigers in the National League and
American League play-offs.
Jernigan Gets Victory
Melvin Jernigan pitched a two
hitter over five innings giving up
all three Tiger runs in the fourth.
Reggie Berry reached first safely
on an error and Billy Ray Barden followed with a clean base
knock. Jernigan retired John
Valentine on strikes only to be
greeted with a three-run homer
from the bat of Arnold Winter.
The Orioles jumped off to an
early 3-0 lead in the third on two
walks, an error and two singles.
After the Tigers tied it up in the
fourth the Birds came back with
two runs in the fifth. Vernon
Bray and Wilt Martin got free
passes and Larry Eoff got a life
by virtue of a miscue in the outfield which scored Bray. Johnny
Vaughn banged out a run-scoring
single to give the Orioles their
lea gue championship 5-3.
Giants Register Upset
The Giants upset the Dodgers
in the National League play-off
after falling twice in the regular
season 10-7 and 7-0 to the Los
Angeles counterparts.
The Giants jumped out to an
early 3-0 first-inning lead after
Joe Adams struck out, Gerald
Gwin walked and took second on

lofted a two-run double to leftcenter and Ron Lamber followed
with a one-run two-bagger just
inside the right field foul line.
The Dodgers fought back to
knot it at 3-3 in the fourth on
three errors, a fielder' s choice
and a base hit by Steve Shannon.
Dickie Dean opened the Giants'
ftfth with a base-on-balls, but
Ike Mckinney forced him at second.
Giant Scoring
Jimmy Jones' grounder to third
was bobbled just long enough
to give him the base, then Bill
Laird, Hanshew and Perkins
rapped back-to-back singles to
plate two Giant runs. An error
on Perkin's single to center and
another miscue on Lambert's
smash to first provided two more
counters and ended the Giant
scoring.
McClelland led off with a Dodger single, Henry Arnett walked,
and a passed ball and a deep
fly allowed two Dodgers to cross
home plate. Jerry Selvidge was
thrown out stealing home to end
the inning with the Giants on
top 7-5 . The full five innings
alloted for each game had been
played and after a short discussion all were convinced the game
was over.

STOP -

SHOP -

Searching for just the right
subject with which to close this
volume of the Bison, I had hoped
that my inadequate mind would
give birth to an idea appropriate
for the occassion. Having not
been touched by Providence with
literary genius, I found my hopes
for the lightning bolt of inspiration were all in vain .
Sports " Spectrum" ?
I, then, began looking over the
year's issues observing my words
and thoughts that I had so boldly submitted for publication. The
standing head read " Sports
Spectrwn," and I wondered why
was the column called a Spectrum, since it ran the gamut in
the sports field from A to C.
The Bison had had a good
year climaxed by the awarding
of the General Excellence Award.
I wondered how much help I had
been in gaining the honor. This
speculation of things past brought
renewed enthusiasm for the coming year and the resolution that
the sports staff would contribute
more than one award to next
year's contest.
Words of Wisdom
At this point my mind wandered to the answer of a question asked of Dr. Glenn Cunningham. "If you were to choose from
all of the world's literature, what
words of wisdom would you give
as advice to all people everywhere? "
He answered without a second's
hesitation," 'Keep thy heart with
all diligence; for out of it are
the issues of life.' That's a Biblical
quote and oh, so true, for no
man can achieve anything unless
he sets his heart to it and then
keeps it with all diligence.''
My mind t hen wandered to
thoughts of the great feats he
h ad performed. Not so much to
the records he had set, but to the
handicap he had overcome. He
refu sed to believe that he'd never
walk again. He set his heart on
walking and kept that goal in his
heart with ali diligence. As a
result the record he set for the
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STERLING STORES
"Be Thrifty"
FEATURING
Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
Max Factor
FOR ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS SEE STOTTS DRUG

Searcy's Leading Sc and $1 .00
SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

1001 Items For Rent
Out of Pawn Sales
Electrical Repairs
Bicycle Repairs

i Specializes in
Charcoal Burgers
Thick Shakes
Fast Service

AAA RENT-ALL and FIX-IT SHOP

WELCOME

'

800 West Race

CHS-4445

See the comole+e new line of 64 Ford's
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Highway 67 East
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Harding College
Students and Faculty

mile-and-a-half run is still standing.
Disappointments and Hopes
I turned through issue after
issue reliving each athletic event
season by season. As each team
finished its season I could remember the dejected but hopefilled words of many members of
each squad.
The football team was disappointed, to say the least, that
injuries and other products of
Dame Fortune had contributed
to their healt hy loss column. Yet,
they saw the fine job those green
freshmen had done as they took
the places of the injured or ailing in the line or in the backfield. Such a source of encouragement was this that one could
hear the familiar cry, "Wait 'til
next year!" Somehow, that trite
cliche seemed filled with such
'conviction t hat I, too, am sure
that next year will be better.
"Keep thy heart with all diligence. "
Next Year ...
Football bowed from the scene
and the enthusiasm for the new
season of basketball ran high.
This year's roundballers, I suppose, will be remembered as the
team that came so close to the
championship only to fade away.
The sudden turn of events for
the Bison five was just one of
those inexplicable things that
have a way of happening in
sports. As the season ended one
could see in the countenance, in
the very manner, of eaeh meinber of the team, "Next year will
be different." "Keep thy heart
with all diligence."
And so on I went, issue by
issue, recapping the y e a r ' s
wents. I found the theme of
>chool spirit frequently showing
;ts head, which turned my
~houghts toward the attitude of
~he student body toward Har"ling's entries in the various ath1etic events.
" Oh, how true that everyone
1.oves a winner," I thought. But
1idn't we have many winners
whom our fans did not support?
l reconciled this question in m y
mind by the fact that some sports
were merely more glamorous
than others and more suited for
spectators. Somehow, that didn't
adequately answer my perplexed
mind.
"Don't we students have much
about which to be proud, much
about which to be enthusiastic,
much which deserves our loyalty? Yes, hut aren't we all in the
process of growing, of learning
what deserves our pride, our enthusiasm and our loyalty?" My
thoughts rambled on until again
the thought struck, "Next year
we will be older; next year will
be better."
So I closed the issues of the
year and the idea for my story
ha d come. Now, if only I could
put it in words so that the message would easily appear, for I
have a wonderful and vital message to bring on this the end of
another school year. A message
not for those alone interested in
athletics, but for all Harding students .
"Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues
of life." Proverbs 4:23.
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CH 5-4681

STOTTS DRUG STORE

f

WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER COMPANY

1

Radio &Television Servicenter

Regardless of Make or Model

I

i
I

I

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES

I

"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
CH 5-2893

I
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• Johns-Manville Products
• Coleman Heating

The Hottest Brand Going

• Benjamin Moore Paints

CONOCO

Your Ford Dealer

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.
THE HOME OF THE TRADING POST

400 South Locust

I
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ii 1201 EAST RACE

Bring us vour Repair Work

*

Sports Spectrum
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Private Parties Our Specialty
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CH 5-3591

MOORE'S CONOCO
Tune-up and Brake Service
923 East Race

CH 5-9743
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Track and Field Day Sports

•

ASTC Captures AIC Crown;
Climax Harding Cindermen Are Third

I

By Gary Lucas

The u nique Harding Int ramu ral Athlet ic season
reached an exciting climax as spirits ran high and club
loyalty was strengthened during Harding's annual Track
and Field Day yesterday. Nine records fell and one was
tied as Mu Eta Aldelphian, SubT-16 and TNT won the club son , Gal axy; 3. Bob Harpole , BP K.
championships in their respective
Discus l . Edwin Davis, Indedivisions. MEA ran away with pendent, 98 ' l O' '; 2 . Ron McFa rland,
the girls' title as they amassed TNT; 3 . John Sunderla nd, Pio neer;
44 points to second-place Theta 4 . Bill Laird, Fraters .
Psi's 28.
l . Ned Boaz, Fra ters,
Mile Run TNT, Frater Battle
4 :53 .6 ; 2. Lewi s Stepter, Beta Phi;
Sub-T-16 built up a ten-point 3 . Hollis Bl ack, Lambdas .
edge over second-place Mohican
Javelin l . Bill Short, Fraters,
with a 73-63 count. TNT and 128 ' l "; 2. Butch Bradsher, Gala xy;
Frater Sodalis see-sawed back- 3 . Cla ir McKenn, Koinonia .
and-forth all day long until TNT
2 20 Yard Low Hurdles l . Eddie
carried a three-point edge into Miller, TNT, 2 8 .0; 2 . Jerry Selvidge;
the final event, the mile relay, Fraters; 3. Da rw in Ke ich line, Si g ma
Steve Thornton, Don Babb, Dave Tau .
Fouss and Eddie Miller ran the
8 80 Yard Run l . Ned Boaz,
Mile in record time of 3 :51.0, Fraters , 2 :06 .2 ; 2. Rob Barber, Beta
bettering the old record set in Phi ; 3. Tony Webb, Pionee r.
1960 by Sigma Tau Sigma by 0.9
440 Ya rd Rel a y 1. TNT , 46 .6 ; '
of a second.
2. Sigma Tau Sigma ; 3 . Ga laxy.
New Am erican League Records
l 00 Yard Dash l . Ken Johnson,
All broken records fell in the TNT, 1 0.6 ; 2 . Pa ul Gardn er, Gala xy;
American League except three in 3. Tony Webb, Pioneer.
girl's events. Steve Thornton of
220 Yard Da sh l . Ken Johnson,
TNT pole vaulted 11'2" to eclipse TNT, 2 3 .7 ; 2. Paul Gardner, Gal axy;
last year's record of 10'2" and 3 . Don Whal e n; Sigma Tau.
Eddie Miller ran the 220 yd. low
Mile Relay 1 . TNT, 5:51 .0 ; 2 .
hurdles in a record time of 28.0 Sigma Tau Sigma ; 3 . Beta Phi.
for TNT.
NATIO NAL LEAGUE SUMMARY
Beta Phi Kappa's Lewis Bell
bettered the high jump m ark by
Pole Va ult 1. William Tucker,
one inch with his jump of 5'9". Sub-T, 10'6"; 2. Bill Bailey, Mohican.
Ned Boaz provided most of the
Shot Put l . Ray Phillips, APK,
excitement for the day as he 38 ' 8 1/ 2 " ; 2 . Doug Odom, APK; 3 .
felled two records smashing the Dickie Dea n, Sub-T; 4 . Steve McAfee
mile run mark by 21.2 sec. with
High Jump l . Butch Bailey,
a 4:53.6 time. Later that even- Sub-T, 5 '9 "; 2. Duke Jennings, Mohi ing Boaz ran the 880 yd. dash can; 3 . Larry French, Mohican .
in 2:06.2, surpassing the old mark
120 High Hurdles 1. Dickie
of 2:08.5 . Butch Bailey tied the Dean , 17.4 ; 2 . Doug Odom , APK;
National League high jump record 3. Jon Farris, APK .
of 5'9" for Sub-T-16.
Broad Jump l . Donnie Cox,
W omen's Records
IAPK, 18 ' 21/2 " ; 2 . Ken Spillman, SubTheta Psi bagged two records T; 3. Ken Hanshew, Mohican .
and MEA one as Marie Laird
Discus l . Dickie Dean, Sub-T,
t h rew the softball 176' to smash 121 ' '/, "; 2 . Ray Phillips, APK; 3.
the three-year old mark of 174.5 Larry French, Mohican.
set by (then) Marjorie Hayes,
Mi le Run l. Randy Crider, Sub.th en ran the softball base paths T, 5 : 18; 2 . Duke Jennings , Mohican ;
in 10.2 seconds bettering the 3. Jon Farris, APK .
standing record b y 3.1 seconds.
Javel in 1. Steve Ma cafee, MoSh arron Wisener won the low hican, 131 '7"; 2 . Wilt Martin , Sub-T;
hurdles in the record time of 10.4 3. Don Saman ie, Mohican .
for MEA. The old mark was set
last year at 10.8.
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East End

Barber Shop

1

AMERICAN LEAGUE SUMMARY
Pole Vault 1. Steve Thornton,
TNT, 11 ' 2 " ; 2. Robert La ne, Frater
Sodalis; 3. Bryan Collins, Sig ma Ta u .
Shot Put l . Ron McFarland ,
TN T, 36'1 l "; 2. Lynn Reeves, BPK; 3 .
Tom Prather, Koinonia ; 4 . Randy
Robinette·, Lambda Sigma .
High Jump 1. Lewis Bell , BPK,
. 5' 9 "; 2 . Ned Boaz, Frater Sodal is;
3. Larry Mcfadd in, Sigma Tau .
l 20 Yard High Hurdles 1, Jerry
Selvidge, Fraters , 17.6; 2 . Pim Bailey,
Ga laxy ; 3. Gary Turner, Lambdas;
4. Darwin Keichl ine, Sigma Tau.
1. Tom Prather,
Broad Jump Koinonia, l 9 '63 1/ 4 " ; 2. Joe Burle-

WYATT

FLYING WITH GREATEST of ease is Frat ers' Jerry Selvidge
in yesterday's Track and Field Day broad j ump.
-

22 0 Law Hurdles l . Ken Sp illman, Sub-T, 28.6 ; 2. Arnold Wi nter,
Moh ican .
880 Yard Run l . Roy McGee,
Moh ican, 2: l 0.7; 2. Ken O 'Neal , SubT; 3. Pete Henry, Sub-T.
440 Yard Relay l . Moh ican,
46.1 ; 2 . Sub-T-16 .
l 00 Yard Dash 1. Roy McGee ,
Mohican , l 0.4 ; 2 . Ken Spillman, Sub·

P HOT O

BY

H I LLIS

CLUB TOTALS
American League l. TNT, 44;
2. Fraters, 36 ; 3. BPK, 23; 4 . Sigma
Tau , 21 ; 5 . Gala xy, 19 1/ 2 ; 6 . Koino·
nia, l 31/2 ; 7. Pioneer, 71/2 ; 8. Lambdas , 6 1/2 ; 9 . Independent 5; 1 0 .
Delta Iota, l.
Nationa l League l . Sub- T· 16,
73 ; 2 . Moh ican , 6 3; 3 . APK, 24 .

T.

Women ' s l.
220 Yard Dash l . Roy McGee,
Mohican, 23 .3; 2 . Ken Spi llman , Psi, 28; 3. Oege,
5. Omega Phi , 7 ;
Sub ·T; 3. Pat Barker, Sub-T.
Mile Relay - l . Sub-T-16, 3:48.8; Companeras, 3; 8.
dependent, l .
2. Mohican .

FAMILY
SHOE STORE

MEA, 44 ; 2. Theta
11; 4. Regina, 8;
6 . Gata, 5; 7. las
Tofebt,3; 9 . In-

NEED
PICTURES?

HART AUTO SERVICE
Good Cars Made Better
CH 5-3221

346 V2 South Main

Hardware -

Furniture -

Housewares -

Appliances

Free Parking
CH 5-4611

311 East Race

Natural Poise and

Barber Shop

Petite Debs

2 Barbers on Duty

Poll Parrot Shoes

On Friday and Saturday

For Children

120 W. Race
On the Square

305 NORTH SPR ING

• Portraits
Let L~srry Hillis, the Bison
photog rap her, ha nd le all
yo ur photog raphic needs .
See him a t 13 12 East River
or Call CH 5 -2940 today.

Ea st Side of Square

Bowl for fun and good health.
Enrich your association by making
new friends
at

Gulf Products

Enioy America's
No. 1 Participating Family Sport

Get Your

WELCOME STUDENTS

Dress Material And

FABSPRAY COLOR

for Faded Fabrics

National
Fabric Center

Precision Equipment

• Weddings

WHITE COUNTY LANES

LANGLEY'S

Where Faculty and Students come
for the BEST in Auto Repairs.

Young Men

South Ma in
and Park Avenue

AT

I

Quick Monogram Service
Randcraft Shoes for

• Banquets

Talkington
Gulf Station

Sewing Supplies

By Don J ohnson
I but was disqualified wh en he
collapsed at the tape. His arm
.
.
.
Hardmg placed third beh1i;.d obstructed Richardson, so the
ASTC and Arkansas A & M m Bear got the victory. Harding's
the AIC track meet he~d Mond~y Jerry Baker placed second.
and Tuesday at Ouachita Baptist
College.
McCaskill of Hendrix won the
ASTC finished with 48 points in 120 high h urdles w ith a 15.0
capturing their fourth straight clocking. A&M won t he 440 reAIC crown. A&M took second lay, ASTC the 880 relay and A&M
with 32, and the Bi sons had 231h . the mile relay in 3:23.2. Th e HarFourth place went to Arkansas ding m ile medley team of Loverd
Tech with 15, and host Ouachita Peacock, Berkley H ackett ,
and Southern State totaled 14. Dwight Robb and Gerald Clark
Henderson and Ozarks tied with won w ith a time of 3:34.2.
10, and Hendrix brought up the
rear with 9.
Wilbur Owen took three firsts
and 15 points for the Bears. He
won the 200 low hurdles in record time of 23.4. He also won
the 100 in 9.9 and the 220 in
21. 5.
Morris of Ozarks won t he 440
in 49.0, and Frost of ASTC took
Joe Cunningham
the 880 in 1:57.3. Robert Clark
finished inches behind, and WenRaymond Hill
dell Harrison placed third.
Bobby Richardson of ASTC won
the mile run, the fastest in AIC
151 5 E. RACE STREET
history, when Cliff Clark was I
disqualified. Cliff ran a 4:20.5

18 DECORATOR COLORS

RESTORE THE "NEW LOOK"
TO . FADED , DRAB FURNI TURE - chairs, sofas, drapes,
auto interiors, lamp shades, etc.
FOR LESS THAN $5.00
ECONOMY SIZE
24 oz:. Giant Spray . , •• , $
REGULAR SIZE
12 oz:. Spray •• • • , • • • • $

Newly Remodeled Building

Let Us Serve You

4 99
299

Studies piling up?
Pause. Have a Coke.
Coca-Cola- with a lively lift
and never too sweet, refreshes best.
)'1

Come in and Visit Our

Security

Bank

A Friendly ln smution

things

go

b~~th

Coke
'UDllUM ~

PHONE CH 5-5831

123 North Spring

Bottled ur.der the 1utllorlty of The Coc1t-Cola Company bys

SOUTHWEST CORNER
COURT SQUARE

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
SEARCY, ARKANSAS
.

